
Tebis,
Live life freely

Marketed by :

presence
simulation

To be warned by SMS if
intrusion

Control your home
via internet

Control
heating
via your mobile

Dim the lights

Close
the
shutters
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Adapt to the unique concept of 
Home Automation

The choice of the future

By preferring Tebis for your
home, you have chosen
state of the art technology.
The revolutionary system for
home automation not only
offers the latest and best
technology but also has the
advantage of continuously
adapting to your changing
needs. This flexibility helps 

Our world is changing fast
and we are becoming more
comfortable with technology.
It is quite natural that 
electrical devices in our
homes such as lights, air
conditioners, heaters and
window shutters should
follow the same trend. The
Tebis Home Automation 
system amalgamates these
applications making home
living more comfortable. 

Automated House

In an automated house, 
all electrical devices are 
controlled by switches, 
located at convenient 
location. 
With their help, one can
control various electrical
appliances instantaneously
and effortlessly. The system
complies with
relevant standards and
conforms to various 
specified tests making it safe
for operation. 

Tebis home automation is
your first choice for comfort
and well-being. Made by a
reputed manufacturer, Tebis
is guaranteed to be well
designed. 

Evolu
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minimise disturbance when
adapting the installation to
your changing lifestyle and
also adds value to your
property.

Safe

Easy

Comfortable

utionary



Control your life effortlessly

Control at your finger tips
as you wish

With Tebis, you can control
all electric devices in your
house effortlessly. It is 
possible to configure the
system according to your
choice by operating various
devices by one switch (swit-
ching on the outside lights,
switch off AC or fan,

"These moments of
relaxation prove worthy of
the my Home automation
system ..."

Home theatre
in the evening  

Comfortably seated on sofas
with snacks handy, the family
prepares for a relaxing
evening. The movie starts
with a click of the button.
The ideal environment sets 
in : lights are dimmed to suit
the movie screen, the 
shutters are closed to avoid
any reflection, the AC is 
switched on to comfort
mode and then the movie
starts ...

9.00 Sunday morning

With the weekend finally here
no one is ready to get out of
bed yet. Tebis makes it so
simple to put the house on an
ideal configuration without
even having to get out of bed.
With a touch of switch, gentle
lights are switched on, 
window shutters opened, the
Fan or AC switched off and
even the coffee machine is
switched on !

Control your house
comfortably
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lowering the motori- sed
shutters, etc). It is also 
possible to control any 
device by one or more
control points (switch, room
controller etc). The Tebis 
system also ensures that
energy is not wasted.

Everything in control

You control everything
around you so that you enjoy
every moment of your life.
Tebis memorises scenarios
combining all electric 
functions in your home 
(travelling time, lighting,
cooling, shutters, warning
systems, home cinema,

watering of the lawn ...). 
The desired
functions start, as you want
from the place you choose.
You are in full control of your
surroundings. 

Control of your surrounding

Comfort

Room
controller

Scenarios
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You live freely

The guardian angel of 
the home

As you leave for a holiday, a
weekend away or simply for
the day, Tebis takes on the
reponsibility of home safety
until you return. It brings the
intrusion alarm into service,
switch of AK

En route on holidays

While leaving for holidays we
hope that nobody has 
forgotten anything. As we
depart, I use a switch at the
door to operate the “leave”
scenario : the shutters and
garage door close, the 
intrusion alarm starts, all lghts
are switched off and the 
presence simulation program
starts. Our journey begins
without any worries. If any
appliance breaks down during
our absence, Tebis will inform
me by sending a text 
message or e-mail. On our
return I send instructions to
Tebis over the Internet so that
it prepares the house to
“receive us”. Holidays are so
much more enjoyable without
any worries about our home. 

Coping with a panic
situation

It is late afternoon and while
relaxing on the terrace a
storm abruptly bursts with
rain and violent wind.Whilst
you are busy,  ensuring the
children are safely in the
house, Tebis helps by folding
the blinds, closing the 
motorised roof windows,
switching on outside lights
...At times like this, Tebis
proves to be so helpful.

"To leave our house
without worrying, in full
safety"

close the shutters, switches
off any lights that have
remained on and can even
simulate presence to 
mislead intruders.
Tebis anticipates events for
your comfort. For example,
it turns on external lights in
the evening, controls lawn
and garden watering early in
the morning and opens the
motorised blind if required. SMS or e-mail indicated you

about any anomaly
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Continuous control over
safety

With the help of the Internet,
you can communicate with
Tebis from anywhere in the
world. You can modify the
instructions of your home
during your absence and
watch your house with the
help of cameras if installed.
In the event of an emergency

(technical alarm or 
instrusion), Tebis warms you
by sending a message of
alarm via e-mail or SMS
including relevant images.

you in the event of technical
failure of cerain electrical
appliances. 

presence 
simulation

alarm message
by e-mail or SMS

control at
distance

Always keep a vigil on your
house
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Think freely, without contraint

Redefine, as you need it 

The principle operation of
Tebis gives every one 
freedom to make changes in
the control circuit with minor
modifications in the circuit.
It is very simple to reprogram
the switch operations and
achieve the desired result. In
case of any extensions. Tebis
solution is ideal with

I design my own world

Often after initial house
wiring, you realise that you
aren’t making the best use of
some electrical devices.
Changing the wiring at a
later date is often not an
economical or convenient
option. However, thanks to
New technology, it is now
possible to place electric
switches anywhere in the
house for controlling any
equipement. This is possible
without disturbing the 
existing wiring or architecture
allowing the homeowner to
become an architect of this
own surroundings.

"Nothing is final,
everything can
undergo changes"

New additions in the family

Julie will soon have a little
brother. He will need 
comfortable room ambience.
Electrical devices will also
need to be controlled in
order to welcome the baby.
Switching functions such as
lighting variation, shutter
control or AC control can
now be allotted to various
switches as desired.
Controlling your home is now
child’s play !
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minimum modifications,
Tebis can take charge of the
new additions.
House automation was never
so practical ...

latest
technology

renovation /
extension

Change of 
configuration

A switch can be placed any-
where you want
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Tebis, the leader of your house
automation system

Original solutions with
Tebis
You can imagine, create and
implement solutions that
were out of reach of the tra-
ditional electric installation.

� Scenario
With Tebis, various electric
functions can be controlled
at the same time. This can
be done by defining the
configuration desired for a
given situation.

Ex : “good night” scenario
All the lights except night
lamp will be switched off, 
all the motorized shutters
closed, AC switched to Eco
mode ....

Tebis 
system configuration

Tebis system is based on the
principal of two separate
circuits installed in one 
system. The first system 
distributes energy 
(power circuit) and the other
carrying the control orders 
(control circuit). Electric
control panel becomes the
heart of the
intelligent Tebis system. 

This panel interprets the
switching command 
transmitted by RF or via
cable bus (EIB) and sends
control signals to the end
control units such as 
switches, remote controls,
probes, etc for desired
action. 

True leader of house
automation Tebis controls all
your electrical devices 
according to your wish,
making your life more
comfortable.

�

�

�

�

�
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� Group command
It is possible to group 
several activities and 
operate them as desired to
avoid repetitive work
Ex : switching on the 
staircase light and 
switching off after a desired
period. 

� General command
It is possible to send one
command for many 
applications.
Ex : one switch to switch
on or off all shutters

Bus EIB - KNX, 
a proven technology

EIB bus with an experience
of more than 10 years is
now used extensively in the
Building management field.
After incorporating the
European standard
Konnex(KNX), it has become
a reference technology 
solution in the home
automation field. 

�

�

�
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� A total system

Tebis Home automation 
system is the heart of every
installation. It deals with all
electric functions in your
home, combines them in
multi application scenarios
as desired, and gives 
maximum comfort and safety
to your family. 

� Proven technology

Tebis uses proven 
communication protocol
based on Konnex, that has
now become a European
standard. Tebis guarantees
an open protocol system for
future requirements of home
automation. Fully compatible
and innovative, it will deal
with all functions you may
require. 

Hager, an
innovative leader

The Hager group is a leader
in European markets that
offer solutions for electrical
power distribution and pro-
tection for Residential seg-
ment. Recognized for its
close association and cons-
tant interaction with custo-
mers, Hager has built 50
years of strong partnership
with electricians and custo-
mers.

With the Tebis range, Hager
has proposed a total home
automation solution for your
residence. Discover more
about Hager group by
visiting our website
www.hagergroup.net

Live life comfortably
with Tebis system

"I wish
I could
control all
devices 
as per
my wish"
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� Well thought system

It is the outcome of 
continuous developmental
efforts and expertise of
Hager group working on the
home automation. It is one of
the most successful and
complete home automation
systems in the market.
Developed by a recognized
manufacturer and installed
by authorised electricians,
Tebis guarantees you highest
level of quality and reliability.

� Assistance for Tebis 
installation

For expert advice on home
automation or to get more
information, please contact 
www.hagergroup.fr/Tebis
or contact nearest L&T sales
office.



Limitations of Tebis -  
your imagination ...

Tebis is always there with
you and your family offering
truly innovative solution. It
helps you control all the
electric devices effortlessly
and comfortably. You can
relax because Tebis is able
to  : � Switch off all loads

automatically

� Switch on outside lights in 
the evening after dark

� Control house temperatu
re as desired

� Heat the water ready 
before you wake up

� Switch off lights in
childrens room when not 
is use

� Simulate presence during 
your holidays

� Shut motorized roof 
windows when it rains

� Close blinds in the 
event of violent wind

� Switch on air conditioner 
from your mobile before 
you arrive home

� Send a warning about 
house instrusion by 
internet via SMS or e-mail

� Create different scenarios 
for all your important 
moments…

� Program automatic 
watering to the garden

� Check if the lights in the 
corridor below are 
switched off without going
down

This is not the end. Imagine
what else you would like and
Tebis will be ready to meet
your needs with innovative
solutions. 
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The success is in the system

for product demonstration, please contact any of the Switchgear offices of Larsen & Toubro Limited,  as listed below.

Product improvement is a continuous process. For the latest information and special applications please contact the above offices or at :
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L&T's NETWORK OF OFFICES :

501, Sakar Complex
Opp. Gandhigram Rly. Stn.
Ashram Road
Ahmedabad 380 009
Tel.: 079-26581790 / 5
Fax: 079-2658 0491
e-mail : esp-ahm@lntebg.com

38, Cubbon Road, P.O. Box 5098
Bangalore 560 001
Tel.: 080-25020100 / 325
Fax: 080-25580525
e-mail : esp-blr@lntebg.com

131/1, Zone II
Maharana Pratap Nagar
Bhopal 462 011 
Tel.: 0755-2576977 / 5273517
Fax: 0755-2553264
e-mail : esp-bho@lntebg.com

Plot No. 559, Annapurna Complex
Lewis Road
Bhubaneshwar 751 014
Tel.: 0674-2537301 / 2436696
Fax: 0674-2537309
e-mail : esp-bbi@lntebg.com

SCO 32, Sector 26-D
Madhya Marg, P.O. Box 14
Chandigarh 160 026
Tel.: 0172-2791257 / 5087487
Fax: 0172-2792764
e-mail : esp-chd@lntebg.com

10, Club House Road
Chennai 600 002
Tel.: 044-28462072 / 4
Fax: 044-28462102
e-mail : esp-maa@lntebg.com

67, Appuswamy Road
Post Bag 7156, Opp. Nirmala College
Coimbatore 641 045
Tel.: 0422-2311562
Fax: 0422-2313881
e-mail : esp-cbe@lntebg.com

A1/11, Astronauts Avenue
Bidhan Nagar
Durgapur 713 212
Tel.: 0343-2537844
Fax : 0343-2536493
e-mail : esp-dgp@lntebg.com

Electrical Standard Products
Electrical & Electronics Division
Larsen & Toubro Limited
Powai Works, Mumbai - 400072

Tel.: 91-22-5505 1401 / 11
Fax: 91-22-5505 1746  
E-mail : ebg-esp@lntebg.com  
Website : www.LNTEBG.com

(Faridabad Switchgear Works)
12/4, Delhi-Mathura Road
Faridabad 121 003
Tel.: 0129-2277543 / 2275314
Fax: 0129-2275405
e-mail : esp-fbd@lntebg.com

Milanpur Road, Bamuni Maidan
Guwahati 781 021
Tel.: 0361-2550565
Fax : 0361-2551308
e-mail : esp-gau@lntebg.com

5-10-173, Fateh Maidan Road
P. O. Box 12
Hyderabad 500 004
Tel.: 040-23296468
Fax : 040-23242356
e-mail : esp-hyd@lntebg.com

D-24, Prithvi Raj Road
C-Scheme
Jaipur 302 001
Tel.: 0141-2377374 / 2360252
Fax: 0141-2373280
e-mail : esp-jai@lntebg.com

Akashdeep Plaza, 2nd Floor
P. O. Golmuri
Jamshedpur 831 003 (Jharkhand)
Tel.: 0657-2433673
Fax: 0657-2341250
e-mail :esp-jam@lntebg.com

Skybright Bldg., M. G. Road
Ravipuram Junction, Ernakulam
Kochi 682 016
Tel.: 0484-2358513 / 2358761
Fax: 0484-2358982
e-mail :esp-cok@lntebg.com

3-B Shakespeare Sarani
Kolkata  700 071
Tel.: 033-22822589 / 0648
Fax: 033-22821025
e-mail : esp-ccu@lntebg.com

A28, Indira Nagar
Faizabad Road
Lucknow 226 016 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel.:0522-3098956
Fax: 0522-2311671
e-mail : esp-lko@lntebg.com

Plot No. 518, 4th Main Road, 
K. K. Nagar
Madurai 625 020
Tel.: 0452-2537404 / 303
Fax: 0452-2537552
e-mail : esp-mdu@lntebg.com

ABEB-1, Powai
Mumbai 400 072
Tel.: 022-55052287 / 2661 / 2737
Fax : 022-55051112
e-mail : esp-bom@lntebg.com

8-B Farmland, Ramdaspeth,
Behind Hotel Radhika 
Nagpur 440 010
Tel.: 0712-2556335
Fax : 0712-2564365
e-mail : esp-ngp@lntebg.com

32, Shivaji Marg, P. O. Box 6223
New Delhi 110 015
Tel.: 011-51419500 / 1, 51419515
Fax : 011-51419600
e-mail : esp-del@lntebg.com

L&T House, P. O. Box 119
191/1, Dhole Patil Road
Pune 411 001
Tel.: 020-5633333 / 26055787
Fax : 020-26129586 / 26124910
e-mail : esp-pnq@lntebg.com

3rd floor, Vishwakarma Chambers
Majura Gate, Ring Road
Surat 395 002
Tel.: 0261-2473726
Fax: 0261-2477078
e-mail : esp-sur@lntebg.com

Radhadaya Complex
Old Padra Road
Near Charotar Society
Vadodara 390 015
Tel.: 0265-2334799 / 2311744
Fax: 0265-2336184
e-mail : esp-bar@lntebg.com

48-8-16, Dwarakanagar
Visakhapatnam 530 016
Tel.: 0891-2755493 / 2704928
Fax: 0891-2746075
e-mail :esp-viz@lntebg.com


